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Gary Snyder
Your

Praise for Sick Women
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your bright

a

sea

Sick women
Dreaming of

1

g

The female is

fertile, and discipline
(contra naturam) only
Who

has,

No,

on

sleeve:

she holds leaf turning

in

Mother Eve:

slung on a shoulder

kali/shakti

Where's hell then?
In the moon.
In the change of the moon:
In a bark shack
Crouched from sun, five days,
Blood dripping through crusted

Arm out softly, touching,
A difficult dance to do, but not in mind.
Hand

our

cries

long-legged dancing in light

Lugged off to hell

confuses her
head held sideways

sunlight on spiderweb;
through shallows

Makes him flick like trout

Builds into ducks and cold marshes
Sucks out the quiet: bone rushes in
Behind the cool pupil a knot grows
Sudden roots sod him and solid him
Rain falls from skull-roof mouth is awash
with small creeks
Hair grows, tongue tenses out--and she

fabrics,

beauty like season or tide

_

._—1,‘:
.4

garden plots,

Clever ways to carry children
Ride

thighs.

another for the

same

.

4."‘:I
_

Quick turn of the head: back glancing, one hand
Fingers smoothingthe thigh, and he sees.

A cut reed floating,
A sort of lady Komachi;
Wiser than me
The best of your beauty

Always hidden, y_l; 1159

Apples will sour at your sight.
Blossoms fail the bough,

'—_,:
,‘—lV

“A glow of red leaves in dark woods”
In your grey eyes.
Look at me stranger
I've been hungry, alone, cold,
In the mountains and on the bum
But not lonely
Must I be lonely with you?

soil turn bone—white: wet rice,

Dry rice, die on the hillslope.

all women are wounded
Who gather berries, dibble in mottled light,
Turn white roots from humus, crack nuts on stone-High upland with squinted eye
or rest in cedar shade.
Are wounded
In yurt or frame or mothers
Shopping at the outskirts in fresh clothes.
Whose sick eye bleeds the land,
Fast it! thickthroat shields from
you young girls
First caught with the gut-cramp
Gather punk wood and sour leaf
Keep out at our kitchen.

Danae"to sunlight, starlight,

Wind, snuffing it

evil,

._"’
_

on

every

high hill

Of the mind.
You really are going nowhere
I wish I was going with you.
To rock, to the void
I cannot shake this love of mine!
Which is so much less
Than yours.

Grey Ladies

.-

o-a~._
_

have you

.
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Pantopon Rose?

seen

.

In the limestone cave met a man with Medusa’s head in a hat box
and said,“Be Careful,”to the Customs Inspector...Freezed forever hand
an inch from the false bottom
Window dressers scream through the station, beat the cashiers
with the fairy hype
fracture,” said the big physician. .“I’m very technical
Conspicuous consumption is rampant in the porticos slipperywith
Koch spit
The centipode nuaales the iron door rusted to thin black paper by
the urine of a million fairies
This is no rich mother load, but vitiate dust, second run cottons

i‘.

f
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William S. Burroughs
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Evil spot haunted by dicks ..
Stay away from Queens Plaza, son.
scream for dope fiend lover.
.Too many levels. .Heat flares out from
the broom closet high on ammonia...like burning lions fall on poor old _
lush worker scare her veins right down to the bone. .her skin pop a 9
week or do that five—twenty-nine kick handed out free and gratis by NYC '
to jostling junkies
So Fag, Beagle, Irish, Sailor beware.
Look down, look down
along that line before you travail there
The subway sweeps by with a black blast of iron
f
--Queens Plaza is a bad spot for lush workersToo many levels,
and lurking places for subway heat, and impossible to cover when you‘
put the hand out
Five months and twenty—nine days: sentence given for “jostling,” [
that is, touching a flop with obvious intent...Innocent people may be convicted of murder but not of jostling
Fag, Beagle, Irish, Sailor, old time junkies and lushworkers of
.
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tracethebonesofafix...
will the

gione?

ms

Cause oi Death:

get off his limestones and gck
Completely uninteresting

reader
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my acquaintance...The old l03rd street klatch... Sailor and Irish hanged
themselves in the Tombs. .The Beagle is dead of an overdose and the
Fag went wrong
;
“Have you seen Pantapon Rose?” said the old junky "Time to 7
cosq”/put on a black overcoat and made the square. .Down skid road
to Market Street Museum shows all kinds masturbation and self-abuse.
'Young boys need it special
The gangster in concrete mils down the river channel. .They .
cowboyed him in the steam room...ls this Cherry Ass Gio theTowel Boy I’
or Mother Gillig,Old Auntie of Westminister Place?? Only dead fingers
talk in braille
The Mississippi rolls great limestone boulders down the silent ‘

morning highway
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“Clutter the glindl” screamed the Captain of Moving Land
_fDistant rumble of stomachs. .Poisoned pigeons rain from the "
Northern Lights. .The reservoirs are empty. .Brass statues crash
.

.

Distance streams at my throat
and the close-flamed trees topple
softly backwards on the unseen pile.
along the sky’s long, cold bar
an aluminum leaf floats evenly
to the moon's bleached statement;

you, danger says drily, and the eye tars
to the coiling stripe, the dream hoboes
beneaththe fender, and the bloody messes
of the morning highway cry alas, alas.
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through the hungry squares and alleys of the gaping city
Probing for a vein in the junk sick morning
Strictly from cough syrup
A thousand junkies storm the crystal spine clinics,
.
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cook down the
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Charles Farber
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granite heaven
amara

sweats

lilies

odor of empty harhershops chants, making churches
of the edges of confusion. where backyards are cluttered
with the papery gossip of palsied vegetation sulks
the afternoon, a mantis mutters--mournful.
an

screaming “BLOOD BLOOD BLOOD”
rooted up lilies,

MAD
for PAIN

sunlight etches a cruel design

overfull, oversleek, the beetles sleep--having fed.

and the Iaery of

growth oi light blasts.
dragging moody heaven.

the rootends of cloud dangle
the growth tumults, and, spreading,
immenses the Silence 0! gravel way to granite garage.

no
no

squirrels

no green fibrous stalks
for the sun is unfibred

a

nest there.

prancing of caninevappears. he ulcerates his unmeant
shadow by his bright strong erosion. the gathering flies
do not shake his tail.

a

leaves

leaves to make a wind blow

&S'l'ERILBisthelighttint

washes

mouth
mouth in this graveyard
to shed a brown drycloth

an

no
no

wheeling overhead,

ontheundampsacredbloodottheephinx
no mouth in this graveyard

Q

odor of empty barbershops chants a church of the edges
of confusion. stones topple. eyes pray at a pale floating
of nun who floats on the pale wish of moody heaven.
the raucous cries of birds.

only the yawn of phoenix
Barbara Morali

Now When I Hear
u

31 _A__I_i_ __l'I‘AL

ROOM FROM A HALFC LOSED LID

in a hospital room from a haliclosed eye from a halfclosed
window to the halfclosed lid 01’ my moist dark eye no vision
no vision of god no incision of light doomed, but, a springstartle
starbeaten sound from the flutter darkness found what it came
to pound and it pounded the iris of my eye until a flower
whose sharp petals perspired, pounded, shewed a shower of sun
the sound of light in the still darkness unclouded antieptic
night. midnite turned on the neonsigns out on the street,
and darkness, trembling, crouched at my bare feet.

Now when I hear the flying of a crane,
Know the no more, no more, of falling leaves:
Stars glitter and teeth glitter under stars.
They say the tortoise weeps when the crane dies,
And that one say is one too much for one
That lives in me and bares his fang beneaththe moons.
Now when I hear the night surround my skull,
Know how trees groan one hour before the sun:
A gold and silent wind comes from the moon.
Orange is orange. Red can bring
The agony of births into my eye.
A fallen leai, then. Shadow of bamboo
Or cranes across the moon. The fang of words.
C. lack Stamm

SOUFFLE
Philip

TAIE I

Whalen

Carol said, ‘‘I looked at all my cells today
Blood 8: smear samples from all over me.

They were all individuals, all different shapes
Doing whatever they were supposed to
And all seeming so far away, some other world
Being I.”

TAKE II

How do you feel?
Me? Oh, I feel all right but sometimes
1 feel like a mother-less child.
I feel like walking out of here & spending
vast sums of money. How do you
Feel? I feel with my.

TAKE in

The wind increases as the sun goes down
The weight at that star pulling air after it
Naturally the prune trees blossom now
And some kind of bush with pink trumpet flowers
All the other trees except acaciashave quit

TAKE IV

High strato-cumulus clouds and a

Light northeasterly wind (possibly
Two

m.p.h. on the Beaufort Scale)
“What ever became of old Whatch-callum,
Old what's his name,
Old. .you know, the old fellow
Who had that little ranch out by Mt Pisgah,
Out by the Pisgah Home? Had that
Eight-linger Chinese cook 8:. everything
tasted like kerosene,
We went out there once & put up blackberries.”
.

“Why, Dell, I don’t remember.

He

TAKE V

was a

friend of

How do I feel?

yours.”

.

.

I’m under it

Way under but I’m
Coming out, working out

The weight, the pressure
Piles of detritus already removed
The weight of half the earth, slowly

nothing but thoughts of murder, i.e.
Complete ignorance of the world's own nature;
Where there's no sense there’s no feeling.
As for myself, I'm a genuine thug, Ibelieve
in Kali the Black, the horrific aspect

We have

You

can

hear

me

underneath it all

Breathing, a faint
Scraping, a sitting rattle
Falling away below

the total power of Siva
absolute destruction

Back towards the hollow center.

BUT it don't mean
What it looks like

A little more
And I peer out
TAKE VI

and the descrigtion misleads.

Intolerable

TAKE xl

You don’t accept or reject it
You see it and know.
There is a difference.
“You got to wash them dishes

(pronounced “deeshes”)

Lolly-too dum, too-dum, Sac."
particular reply because the question
Isn't a question at all, it’s the presence
Or absence of light
No

In the rain water,

And we

TAKE XII

no-

where
need a place to do it.

TAKE VIII I drank myself into a crying jag face down
on Ginsbei-g’s woolly green rug
Roaring, “Gone, everything gone,
Cold, cold, cold, cold, cold!”
A

nearly perfect vacuum at
Absolute

HORRE UR
The Messrs.

Wrapped
TAKE IX

TAKE X

10

me

DU

minus 278

I shall be in LA
La Puebla de Nuestra Senora La Reina de Los Angeles
On Palm Sunday
a necklace of skulls & fingers,
her belt dangling human arms. legs
8: heads
her several hands brandishing

the noose

VIDE

I want you to go out & amount to something;
1 don’t want you to be an old ditch—digger all your life
Work with your head if you can, let other people
use their hands

Can you look at a bug without squashing it?
Can you look into a glass without hate, without
Love, without murder?

’

the sword
the axe
the skull-cup of blood
the dorje (double lightning-bolt)
Fire

degrees

Ginsberg & Kerouac, also juiced,
in blankets while I froze & squailed

flowering red

Ignorant of its disconnection

among those trees.

Nowhere, this is getting us

Bud-clusters hang straight down from the sharply—crooked
Geranium stem like strawberries, the wild mountain kind
These flowers almost as wild right here
Barbarous thick-jointedtangle, waist-high
Escaped once for all from the greenhouses of the north
A weed, its heavy stalks jointing upwards Ks winding out
In all directions, too heavy to stand straight
The neigldsors clipped some out of their yard
The stalks lay in the gutter 8: grow for days

And hesh that clattering tongue!

TAKE VII

or

Drum

Rosary
Having (DV) arrived by streamline train
“Coast Daylight”
“In a throng of happy apprehensions”

TAKE X11! Don't you ever get tired
01 your own sunny disposition?
TAE XIV I know

perfectly well what became of old Mr Daigler
Greatly advanced in years he removed from Mt Pisgah
To the 0dd—I-‘ellows Home in Portland where he died
Of malnutrition and the radio.

11

T
'
'

TAKE IN

The whole point of it is,
saw that her necklace we made of my own
Severed fingers, that I’d only just combed the heir
on that elmll
(now containing lots of my blood
& her waning it, slapping it
All down one (1 her arms)
she was mine 8: we made it together
The Ielend at levels
On a tiger-akin re;

when I

The Sun In [Coon
TA!!! XVI It

was In

shining together.

noily in my head a rod: oi lights 81 motion

Andmueichnowthetypelieeonthepage
Perfectly silent, perlectly static, perfect

The name temperature as the space between
Mime 218 ABSOLUTE

radio ireqeeociee in the tee-meter hand
from the direction of the constellation
Berahlee

mm
nerd radiation (cosmic prticlee, beta
" Illllfll1'!!!)

Afewvagrentatemedhydrogen,
olmetallicfi/ormlnerolhetlhoud
hythepreeeuredthe
---

1485‘
Absolute
°

not

much perhaps,

darkness: but that here
for the moment there is no du-been
andeoiteeems

we're sort of blanketed with light, I might eey
even warmth.
And um,‘ mum my

,

ft .

_

' 4

,-

In what I know is selfishness
tlu-aw on
another goddam piece 411 wood
hustle up some coal the hell with that
I meonallthat ootthere: leflekinddbellhe

Indiana! Becenee
the ch:-knees is all around no.

1!

'

.

.

it

There is

for the
and

.

cg. !.
~11»
"

‘

'

.

at
"RV

neee in

roe;

~'
;a

“LI
.'

nltho
the 1hrh-

ell

.

. -1

,9 «,3neee here

'

-

.

no

strange that
we

Berkeley 8:IV:5'f
Newport 11:11: 58, In unfinished

so

should

forget

wlnt the darkneee wee like here
Darkness "out there don’t mean I
darkneee here cut all our swing
(stay away darkness)

thing

-3,,
‘

Darkness stay away from our door
darkness got a heart like a whore

(don't bug us darkness)

Long as the darkness surround us I say
long as the darkness around us I say
stay around darkness!

But don’t come

near our

110 IT|0l'e

don’t you

come near our

door
door.

Gilbert Sorrentino

—.-

a

new

cottage in

berkeley

All afternoon cutting bramble blackberriesoff a tottering
brown fence
under a low branch with its rotten old apricots miscellaneous under the leaves,
fixing the drip in the intricate gut machinery of a new

toilet;

found a good coffeepot in the vines by the porch, rolled a
oi the scarlet bushes, hid my marijuana;
wet the flowers, playing the sunlit water each to each, returning for godly extra drops for the stringbeans 8: daisies;
three times walked round the grass and sighed absently:
my reward, when the garden fed me its plums from the form of
a small tree in the comer,
an angel thoughtful of my stomach, and my dry and lovelorn tongue.

big tire out

Allen Ginsberg

LuHaby
R‘

urse

of Ham

because
his old man naked
and drunk
and screwing his sisters

God
he

curse Ham

see

God say to him

here Ham you son-of-a-bitch
I gonna paint you all over
black as your ass is
come

And you be
a slave all your life

And God stand him up
against a wall
and paint him all over
But he was eating watermelon
with his mouth
and he stick the end
at his peter in a knot-hole
in the wall

And that is

they

never

why
get painted

And that is why his mouth
and his peter is
never nobodies slave yet

Mason

Jordan

Sleep lad

lie easy
now don't you moan
once every flip this world goes
and we’ll live in the cloisters
bye and bye

upside down

we'll hunt in the park
and keep swans on the lake
have a new year’s party
at the trick museum

you’ll write on parchment

between the lions
the Rembrandt room
will be our salon

we'll put a mattress
among the Brancus1’s
drink orange juice
from egyptian glass
we'll give your ballet
at the plaza fountain

no lights but torches
bye and bye

just birds to
bye and bye

see us

I'll jam till dawn

at the opera house

we'll tame the panther
and learn etruscan
and Joust on broadway
in full dress armor
Honest lad
if you’ll only lie still
we'll live in the cloisters
bye and bye

Mason

Diane Di Prima

-=~‘
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TATHZ wmrz bows?
0 greater mother
consider the case
of one who twists
his neck
I I‘ 0 m under your foot
to bite the big toe.
six u m es‘

.

I

‘

:

'.

brought you

libations and flowers.
Each time I came

you gobbled me up
then fed me the fish-eye
through two of my blind ribs.
‘5

0 mantis-muse

flexing calves to crack

-

interior back
Pm going to cloud
your mirror with my death.

an

"
I

I

0V€10l'l'|

Advice to the

‘

Alone from
has its drier

night to night

and

compensations.

,
1.‘

9';

I

‘

_

!
.‘

BEWARE 1

I

'
’

.

.

.

’
Be wary
lest we wind up grasping our reach:
some one of these ways.

George Stade
v

’

-

.

.

'

t,

plucky plumage turning grey,
when “S Spangled spurs are bu.11 ed

ongsthgrainrom

I look for my shoes under my bed.
A iat colored woman becomes my mother.
I have no false teeth yet. suddenly ten children sit on my lap.
I grow a heard in one day.
I drink a whole bottle of wine with my eyes shut.
I draw on paper and ieel I am two again. I want everybody to talk
to me.
I empty the garbage on the table.
I invite thousands of bottles into my room, June bugs 1 call them.
I use the typewriter as my pillow.
A spoon becomes a fork before my eyes.
Bums give all their money to me.
All I need is a mirror for the rest of my life.
My first five years I lived in chicken coops with not enough bacon.
My mother showed her witch ace in the night and told stories of
blue beards.
My dreams lift me right out of my bed.
Idreamtljumped intothe nozzleofaguntoiighi itoutwitha
bullet.
I met Kafka and he jumped over a building to get away from me.
turned into sugar, poured into tea I found the meaning of
My
5-

‘

1

-

A rainbow comes pouring into my window, I am electrified.
b st 1
my b res.at, all my cry ing st ops, my st ery ans

s

All I needed was ink to be a black boy.
I walk on the street looking for eyes that will caress my face.
I sang in the elevators believing I was going to heaven.
86th floor, walked down the corridor looking {or fresh
I got

‘

1

'

poom

bold;

day

Rama, a bird at bay
than one hand1ed_
For feathered fancies flag!
over a pound of possession‘'
and the Captured cock mu W

j

firs t

:

.

gift:
‘-'

-

turns into a silver dollar on the bed.
1 look out the window and see nobody, I go down to the street, look
up at my window and see nobody.
So I talk to the fire hydrant, asking “Do you have bigger tears
than I d°?"
Nobody around I piss anywhere.
My Gabriel
my Gabriel horns: unfold the cheerfulies, my

My

come

‘

_

horns,

eaviubi1at10n-

'3
4
.

peter

orlovsky

wings unfolded

"+

l

'.‘.A 1,’

siclt naked bodies
haunted by phantoms
and eternal fear.
on

A BIRD

,1,

'

V

.
_

Fives

Bird with hurt wings,

Translated from the
C harle s GtIOnHI.O‘I‘_.‘-2'

Part II (Poems of The City Madness)
Caril Fugate, you

the youngest

ever

martyr

in your peace and tortured elemental face

The Virgin Mary ends her indecision
and profoundly stays in every sinew’s
whore-mastered inch of Charlie’s sweet
and favored yards of flesh!
how did he do it to

sister,"

2

'~

belly's

.j

2"

'.

“t
_-5

heavenly

screwed little girl--in love
with your crying’s pure ucculent salt
of the heart,
0 heart of the murderer’s
pitiful victim, whispering “love” and whispering ‘‘please'’
and the minor-thief’s heart in my own hunting skin
corresponds to your hot-slutted lips of immaculate

.

2‘

I‘

‘

prosecutors!

in love with your lips and in love with your
white warmth,
0 human
0 animal

cannot happen

Pi‘

penis

speaker of righteousness lord and the prodding
of moot

1*

y»?

you? "whispering “mother”
eyes?

legal
supplies!

I-

\

'.

into your icliot’s
or “little
now it is more than Charlie's sweet--old
now it is every
creation
every sensuous

The resurrection of the dead
with the swallows I tend
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are now

city killer high accomplishment“

II

without your presence
when the gay hour of Dionysius
and young springtime strikes.
You will bring a bright leaf for me-your token
your page, your heart,
the hope of resurrection
Now bird with hurt wings
I tend you,
I hide myself in the world.
See, desire transforms your pure body
like a serpent;
I've forsaken all the old past!
Old age has approached your green bough,
the may bells
in the year of seven candles
ring in the wilderness;

DolI_i%e,’y3;,

Greek

I hide my deep sorrow;
you have sometimes felt my stone
with your hand
and the corn and lily are born,
the song of the lark
at the dawn of my first life.
Apollo's flute
and then the noon fire comes
and the heart's hammering
on life's anvil.
Iron collar
warm as your neck,
I'll open the window of slavery
where gold murmurs.
Pure as crystal I am those springs
that you have poured in me
with aerial promise
that your fleeting vision brings.
You disturb the springs.
0 the tears that loving
memory now distills
are heard to fall silent
in the empty hour-glass.

whiten

let me run my cool tongue
in your mouth on your tears through your difficult
washmachinebeauty!
my city envisions your breast beneathwhich
is the heart that addresses itself,
and the answers are definite
crazy
and love!

'. }
2 v'._
-}_
"

4
‘
i

~

‘

through the straggiy body of ‘a
(They grow out of gutters, drainpipes among the falling bricks, between vacant
houses.)
The

GU ITTING A JOB
1

Ylothingto it.

I counted my money. There wasn't much.
'

I took a cup of wild courage out of the Charles River.
Yellow iris perched like canaries on the shore.

Climb out of the rocks, I said. With thirty-threeyears,
you have a few leit. Whatever the fortune-teller in Chicago
said, you won't die strangled.
The tea leaves

sparkle.

0, I expect the joy to last all summer. I’ll hang
with a gull’s beak.

on

ledges.

Dusty sparrows dart among the red—legged pigeons, winning bread.
Last week I quit my job. It is a geographical necessity, I said,
to find an image for this century. Crowded. Speechless. I need
time.

I think of

isn't, the blue—winged flies are

La.wrence’s angry poems.

What have the done to ou, men of the masses,
Back and foFtE to world
cre

Ah, the
sure

o

‘e the
are

e

0 el
o m

flesh!

2

The dancer completes a turn. Stands waiting to resume.

Rhythmic. sexual. Begins again on Cambridge Street.
The arms lift away from the body, for balance.
The hands close, breathless, touching the air
as a cat paws at unimagined beasts.

Look at it!
The joy will last summer.
I quit my Job.
I abolished money.
22

shines

The stars

are

like leaves this summer.

I've tasted their sweat.

I think of T1: Fu’s rabbit pounding bitter herbs.
The seeding grass. And yes, thisblue (0, inward)
mountain.

Robin Blaser

to it

The hot Boston summer. The sweating thighs. The slow, building
irritation with the wilted people. Streets. Subways. Window-

Whatever it is. Here, where it
almost beautiful.

moon

tree of heaven.

Got Them
Frozen mothers
Frozen fathers
The way you like them
Stuck on I prayer stick
Held between two newspapers

just the way Jerry Hat likes them
Sure and Mister Dog Leash
And missus Lemon Pine Odour
Goes that way Cart At you Even so See Wait
Not white painted It is brand Delicious
WITH
Protein faces beaming in the sleeves
We have
THE M

Chocolate dongs

Vanilla snatch
Pecan placebo

And we

are

all
OUT

Day sevens
8:

Night

babies

All the time the way you like them
But not winter-time
As we got to turn the family
Into the snow
Get them

NOW

Thomas Jackrell
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Contributors
William Burroughs has been

publishing sections of

his

no-

vel HARD LUNCH in Chicago Review, Black Int. Review. Evergreen.
Be is inparis. Charles Farher writesandteaaohes in Springfield,

liass. C. Jack stamm lives over Riena.i's, does a great deal, of
translatingirom the Japanese. Gilbert Sorrentino isthe editor of
loan. The title at his poem is also that of his iorthcomiag book of
poetry. Mason Jordan Mason is the Negro post from the midwest.
We lave more at his things, due in future issues. This is the first publishedpoem of Peter Orlovsky. He has more. Fivos Deliis is
aGreek poetvhose book, DOG BARKS AT MOON, will be published in

Athens this year. The translator, Charles Guenther, has done
tnnguuona for Kenyon, Accent, Poetry, etc. Ray B re mser is from
New Jersey. Robin Blaser has appeared in Origin, Measure, Black
lllt. Review, three of thebest iiteraries around. Thomas Jacki-ell
appurod mysteriously, also from New jersey. (What is happening in
jersey? Stanley Fisher (illustrationpages) is a poet-painter
irom New York.

Snyder, Moi-aff, Whalen, Ginsberg, DiPrima, Static and
schwarabnrg have appear-edin YUGEN 1 and 2. Copies of bothare
still available from the editors.
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With this issue YfiGEN begins its affiliationwith
TOTEM PRESS- TOTEM also hopes to print theworks of young and significant American poets.

Volumes by

Gregory Corso, Jack Kerouac, Allen
Ginsberg, Gary Snyder, Philip Whalen, Thomas

Postell and many others will appear in the near

future.
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